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Abstract

A key input to quantitative evaluations of transport infrastructure projects is their

impact on transport costs. This paper proposes a new method of estimating this im-

pact relying on widely accessible customs data: by using the route choice of exporters.

We combine our method with a spatial equilibrium model to study the aggregate ef-

fects of the massive expressway construction in China between 1999 and 2010. We find

that the construction brings 5.1% welfare gains, implying a net return to investment of

150%. Our analysis also produces some intermediate output of independent interest,

for example, a time-varying IV for city-sector export.
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1 Introduction

In 2016, the 47 member countries of the International Transport Forum—including

OECD countries and China, among others—invested over 850 billion euro in inland trans-

port infrastructure (OECD, 2019). In China, the focus of this paper, investment in inland

transport infrastructure increased steadily from 2% of GDP in 2000 to 5% in recent years.

China alone accounted for more than half of the investment made by the 47 countries.

The sheer size of the investment in China and elsewhere has renewed the interest among

academics and policy makers in understanding the returns to infrastructure projects.

While earlier studies either conduct a measurement exercise (e.g., Fogel, 1964) or adopt a

reduced-form approach (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2020), aided by new tools from international

trade and spatial economics, a growing strand of literature develops quantitative models

to evaluate transport infrastructure through counterfactual experiments.

A key input into such quantitative exercises is the mapping from distance along the

transport network to trade cost.1 Two approaches of estimating this mapping feature

prominently in the literature. The first uses shipment data, such as the Commodity Flow

Survey in the U.S. (Allen and Arkolakis, 2014, 2019). The second relies on price data, the

idea being, given assumptions on cost pass-through, variations in the price of the same

good across locations identify trade costs (e.g., Donaldson, 2018; Asturias et al., 2018).

The data requirements of both approaches are quite demanding. Indeed, many coun-

tries do not collect or make accessible their versions of the Commodity Flow Survey; in

the U.S., the survey started in 1993, when the inter-state highway system had been virtu-

ally completed.2 Perhaps for this reason, most studies using the U.S. data or similar data

from other countries rely on cross-sectional variation for estimation. The price approach

requires products to be homogeneous, so its application has been limited to agricultural

1When trade costs are specified as a log linear function of distance, this mapping is governed solely by a
trade cost elasticity. This elasticity should be differentiated from trade elasticity, which governs how trade
flows respond to trade costs.

2See Hillberry and Hummels (2008) for a pioneering study using this survey. A predecessor of the
Commodity Flow Survey was conducted in 1963, but the micro data are not yet easily accessible.
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commodities or goods identified through bar codes or by their unique producers.

This paper makes two contributions. First, we propose a methodology to estimate

domestic trade costs using information contained in typical customs data. We estimate a

routing model for structural parameters governing the response of exporters’ port choice

to the domestic transport network, exploiting the over-time variation stemming from the

expansion of the expressway network. Second, we embed these estimates in a spatial

equilibrium model with regional comparative advantage, input-output linkages, and sec-

tor heterogeneity in trade costs and use it to evaluate the return to the fifty thousand

kilometers (km) expressway built in China between 1999 and 2010. We find that the in-

vestment generates large positive net returns. Evaluation based on simpler models or an

alternative approach focusing on the first order effect can lead to biased assessments.

Our empirical design takes advantage of the increasingly available customs data. Like

those of many other countries, the Chinese customs data contain the city of exporters

and the port from which they ship to foreign customers. Fractions of a city’s export

through different ports reflect, among potential confounding factors, costs of transport

routes through these ports. All else equal, if an inland city A ships most of its export

via port B, then the routes passing through B likely incur lower costs than others. A

direct application of this intuition to the data is subject to several sources of biases. First,

the decision to export through a port might be driven by an unobserved connection with

the port, which could be correlated with distance but will not respond to expressway

construction. Second, the total cost along an export route consists of costs along both its

domestic and international segments. If the two components are negatively correlated,

which would be the case if the data are generated by exporters minimizing the total cost,

attributing port choices entirely to domestic transport costs exaggerates their importance.

We address both concerns by exploiting changes in bilateral trade costs resulting from

the rapid expressway expansion in China between 1999 and 2010. As Figure 1a shows,

over this decade, the expressway network grew from a few lines in the center and the
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(a) Expressway Network Expansion in China: 1999-2010 (b) Regular Road Network

Figure 1: Expressway and Regular Road Networks in China
Note: The left panel plots China’s expressway networks in 1999 (blue) and in 2010 (red); the right panel plots China’s regular road

network in 2007. Regular roads include ‘national road’ and ‘provincial road’.

southeast coast to covering most of the country, greatly supplementing China’s exist-

ing regular road network, drawn in Figure 1b.3 Controlling for city-port, city-time, and

port-time fixed effects, we find that each additional 100 km road distance reduces the

probability a port is chosen for shipment by 15.7%. Not controlling for city-port fixed

effects doubles this estimate. This finding is robust when we exclude from sample major

cities, which serve as the nodes of the expressway network, and when we use a hypothet-

ical network that minimizes total length as an instrumental variable, so it is unlikely to

be biased due to endogenous placement of expressways.

We embed the empirical design in a spatial equilibrium model consisting of Chinese

cities and the rest of the world (RoW). The model includes a routing block mapping

road networks into trade costs, which builds on Allen and Arkolakis (2019) but differs

in two aspects: first, it allows flexible combinations of regular and expressway segments

in forming a route; second, it allows trade costs to be higher for heavier sectors. We use

3‘Expressway’, or ‘high-grade highway’, refers to paved roads that are divided, fully enclosed, and not
subject to traffic lights. ‘Regular road’ includes ‘national’ and ‘provincial’ roads, both of which have paved
surfaces and are in general not enclosed. ‘National road’ is sometimes referred to as ‘general highway’. In
the rest of this paper, we use highway and expressway to refer to the enclosed road shown in Figure 1a.
Between 1999 and 2010, most of the investment in inter-city road infrastructure was in expressway. In fact,
the regular road network in 2010 is almost the same as that in 1999.
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unit values of shipments from the customs data, available for a wide range of narrowly

defined products, to estimate the elasticity of sectoral trade cost in weight-to-value ratio.

Our estimation implies 20% trade cost savings on expressways compared to regular roads

of equivalent length and a 0.3 elasticity of trade cost in weight-to-value ratio.

Through counterfactual experiments, we find that expressways built during the decade

bring 5.1% aggregate welfare gains to China. The sum of discounted gains far exceeds

project investment (around 10% of 2010 GDP) and implies a net return of 150%. Restricted

versions of the model without the three key elements—-regional comparative advantage,

heterogeneous trade costs, and intermediate inputs—predict significantly smaller welfare

gains, because they infer either too little domestic trade or an incorrect distribution of

shipments on the road network. When all three ingredients are omitted, the model infers

welfare gains that are only 17% of the actual gains, implying a negative investment return.

In the final section of the paper, we take advantage of the model’s tractability to derive

analytically the gains from transport infrastructure improvements for China. To the first

order, the welfare gains are simply total savings in trade costs of goods being transported

on the affected road segments, netting out the savings being passed on to the RoW. This

result connects with a ‘social savings’ approach in evaluating transport projects (see, e.g.

Small, 2012), which can be viewed as a first order approximation to the welfare gains for

closed economies. However, despite being transparent, this approximation is inaccurate:

it fails to take into account that drivers can re-optimize and switch routes when an ex-

pressway segment is built. Moreover, in evaluating large projects with multiple segments,

it overlooks potential complementarity or substitution between segments.

We find that such biases average to 21% of the actual effects across the 100 busiest

expressway segments in China and amount to 46% for large projects that consist of many

segments. We propose a second order correction that can be evaluated after the model

is parameterized. This term captures the rerouting of drivers as well as the interactions

among segments, and reduces the average approximation errors to less than 7%. Our
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formula thus offers a way to evaluate large projects accurately, without having to solve

for counterfactual equilibria. This could be especially useful in applications where com-

parisons among many large projects are needed (e.g., Fajgelbaum and Schaal, 2020).

This paper contributes to the literature on the effects of transport infrastructure projects.4

Beyond estimates of the return to the Chinese expressways, our analysis draws general

lessons. Our method of estimating domestic trade costs can be used in other countries,

where domestic shipment or bar-code level price data are unavailable; the message on

the importance of regional comparative advantage and heterogeneous trade costs likely

applies to other settings as well. Finally, we characterize and demonstrate the importance

of second order effects for evaluating large projects, contributing to a growing agenda in

macroeconomics that emphasizes non-linearity (e.g., Baqaee and Farhi, 2019).

Central to our analysis is the idea that export routes contain information on domestic

trade costs. We are not the first to recognize this. For example, Limao and Venables (2001)

shows the importance of domestic infrastructure on export in a cross-country setting;

Coşar and Demir (2016) and Martincus et al. (2017) show that road construction increases

export with micro data; Sequeira and Djankov (2014) shows that exporters choose ports to

avoid corruption of border officials, a different form of trade costs. Different from existing

work, we combine export routing data with a routing model to infer structural parameters

governing transport costs and use a rich general equilibrium model for counterfactuals.

Finally, this paper adds to the rapidly growing quantitative spatial economics litera-

ture (see Redding and Rossi-Hansberg, 2017 for a review), particularly the strand focusing

on China (Tombe and Zhu, 2019; Ma and Tang, 2019). Domestic trade costs are central

to the predictions of these studies. Most current work on China either uses railway

shipments, which account for only 10% of total shipments and are available only at the

4The literature on infrastructure uses primarily two approaches. The first is to conduct quantitative
exercises via simulations. Research using this approach has investigated the impacts of roads (e.g. Morten
and Oliveira, 2018; Alder and Kondo, 2019; Cosar et al., 2019), railroads (Fajgelbaum and Redding, 2014;
Nagy, 2016; Xu, 2018), and urban transit (Tsivanidis, 2018; Severen, 2018). The second approach estimates
the treatment effect of infrastructure on regional income/growth, using either heuristic or theory-based
measures of treatment (see, e.g., He et al., 2020; Baum-Snow et al., 2020).
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provincial-pair level, a level too crude for studying transport infrastructure, or relies on

regional input-output tables imputed from railway shipments (see Zhang and Qi, 2012 for

the imputation procedure). Using new and more granular data, our analysis generates

predictions for domestic and international trade costs for 1999 and 2010, which can serve

as input into future work in this area. We also show that the model-predicted export

growth in response to the expressway expansion is strongly correlated with the actual

growth in this period. Under suitable assumptions, the model-simulated export can serve

as a time-varying IV for export at the city-sector level.5

2 A First Look at the Data

Our empirical investigation focuses on the long-run change between 2000 and 2010,

a period of rapid expressway buildup in China. This section introduces the data and

illustrates the variation that our structural estimation will exploit.

2.1 Data and Sample

Export routing. We measure exporters’ port choice using transaction-level customs

data. For each transaction, we observe the address of the exporter, the value and weight

(when the unit of output is kilogram) of the shipment, and the customs office from which

it is exported. We map the addresses of exporters and customs offices to prefecture cities,

treating the city of an exporter as the origin and the city of the customs office as the port.6

We aggregate transactions to obtain the aggregate and sectoral total shipment from

each origin city to the RoW through different Chinese ports. In the baseline analysis, we

5This IV would exploit the changes in access to foreign markets driven by expressway construction
and complement existing identification strategies in estimating the effects of export. A strand of literature
exploits the variation from the reductions in the level or uncertainty of exporting tariffs across industries
after the WTO accession to estimate the effects of export (see, e.g., Facchini et al., 2019; Tian, 2019). The
source of variation in our model-based IV is across regions.

6It is possible for a shipment to be declared at the customs office in an inland city and sealed before
it is shipped to the rest of the world, either directly through ground or air, or indirectly via a seaport. In
the latter case, the city of the customs is not the point of exit from China for the goods. To rule out this
scenario, our specifications focus on customs locations that are seaports (see the appendix for the list of
these customs). The share of export processed through these customs account for 90% of total export of
China and 82% of total export from all non-port cities.
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follow a tradition in the international trade literature and use the value of export as a

proxy for shipment. In Appendix A.8, we show that the results are robust if the weight

of shipment is used instead. Given the focus on long run changes, we construct a panel

with two periods corresponding to the beginning and end of the decade.7

Transport network. We obtain inter-city expressway maps for 1999 and 2010 from

Baum-Snow et al. (2020), who digitized transport infrastructure for China from hard copy

maps. We supplement these expressway maps with a map of regular roads from the

ACASIAN Data Center for 2007.8 Since there is virtually no variation in the regular road

network during this period, we treat it as time-invariant.

We calculate the distance on the road transport network between cities and ports

for both 1999 and 2010. There are many feasible paths between any pair of cities. For

reduced-form analyses below, we assume that the least-cost path is always taken and its

length is the effective distance between two cities. Because paths vary in their compo-

sitions of regular roads and expressways, identifying the shortest requires us to take a

stand on the relative cost between the two. To this end, we query the driving time be-

tween a random set of 2000 city pairs along expressways and regular roads separately on

the Baidu Map, a Chinese search engine, and compare the average expected travel time of

the two trips. Among these queries, the average speed on regular roads is about 55% of

that on expressways, so we set the cost of traveling one km on expressway as equivalent

to the cost of traveling 0.5 km on regular roads. We then use the Dijkstra’s algorithm to

find the least-cost path between each city pairs.

Let distt
od be the regular-road equivalent length of the shortest path between o and d

7The beginning period data are the average across 2000 and 2001; the end period data are the average
between 2010 and 2011. We do not have access to the customs data for 1999.

8Regular roads in the ACASIAN database include ‘national road’ and ‘provincial road’, which are paved,
non-enclosed, non-divided roads, usually with two or four lanes. Baum-Snow et al. (2020) also provides
separate maps for ‘general highway’, which is of lower grade than ‘high-grade highway’, or expressway.
The definition of ‘general highway’ is broad and generally includes ‘national road’, ‘provincial road’, and
‘county road’. Because ‘county road’ is of much lower quality than ‘national road’ or ‘provincial road’, and
because most inter-city transports rely on the latter two, we choose not to use Baum-Snow et al. (2020) to
measure the regular road network.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

2000-2001 2010-2011

Route-level variables mean std mean std

Export 165 2051 990 12130
Total length 20.40 11.60 17.24 10.45
Length of expressway segments 12.93 7.71 16.88 9.72
Effective (regular-equivalent) length 13.93 9.00 8.80 5.77

Notes: This table reports summary statistics at the level of export routes. An export route is defined as a city-port pair. Export is

measured in million USD; distance is measured in 100 km.

at time t, and distL,t
od and distH,t

od be the length of regular-road and expressway segments

on this path, respectively. We have: distt
od = distL,t

od + 0.5× distH,t
od .

2.2 Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 reports the summary statistics of key variables. Each observation is an export

route—a pair of an exporting city and a seaport. In the initial period, the average export

volume per route was $165 million. A decade later, this number increased to about a

billion, mirroring the five-fold growth in China’s export over this period.

Accompanying the dramatic export growth were improvements in cities’ access to

ports due to the expressway construction. The average total length of export routes de-

creased from 2,040 km by 15% to 1,724 km—with a denser expressway network, cities in

the hinterland now no longer needed to take a detour for express access to ports. The

length of expressway segments in these routes increased from 1293 to 1688 km. Factoring

that expressways are less costly than regular roads on a per kilometer basis, the growing

composition of expressways further reduced the effective, or regular-equivalent, length of

routes, which decreased from 1393 to 880 km, a 37% decrease.

Binned scatter plots in Figure 2 illustrate the relationship between export routes and

domestic transport costs. The left panel plots the cross-sectional relationship between the

value of export via a route against the effective length of that route, pooling data from

both periods. There is a strong negative correlation between the two variables, with a

slope of −0.24. If we were to interpret this relationship as causal, this slope would imply
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(a) Cross-sectional variation (b) Over-time variation

Figure 2: Export and Route Length
Notes: The figures are binned scatter plots that show relationship between log of shipment value on an export route and the regular-

equivalent length of that route. The left panel plots the cross-sectional relationship; the right panel plots the over-time relationship. In

the right panel, the slope of the fitted line is -0.06 when all observations are included; it is -0.12 when the leftmost 5% are excluded.

that an hundred-km increase in effective distance reduces shipment value by 24%.

Of course, this negative correlation could be driven by factors other than the route

distance between the city and the port. For example, regions closer to each other might

share stronger cultural and ethnic ties; they are also more likely to be connected through

common business (e.g. export intermediary and logistic) networks. All of these could

contribute to higher shipment values. While some of these connections might react to ex-

pressway expansions, others were formed historically and unamenable to road construc-

tion. The cross-sectional relationship thus overestimates how the road network affects

shipment values.9 Figure 2b plots the relationship between the changes of the two vari-

ables from 2000 to 2010. As the two periods are a decade apart, the changes likely capture

most of the long-run effect of road construction. The best linear fit of the changes has a

slope of -0.06, much lower than the cross-sectional slope.10 This difference demonstrates

9In the setting of international trade, Feyrer (2009) makes a similar point. Using variation from the
closure and reopening of the Suez Canal, he shows that the distance elasticity estimated is half the size of
that based on the cross-sectional variation only.

10If pairs whose effective distance decreased by more than 1,000 km are excluded, the slope is -0.12,
still significantly smaller than implied by the cross-sectional data. Cities with more than 1000 km decrease
in effective distance to seaports are all from the northwestern Xinjiang Autonomous Region, which export
more via ground following the silk road. Our regression analyses will have city fixed effects, so the estimate
will not be sensitive to whether those cities are included.
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that a significant part of the cross-sectional negative relationship is likely due to factors

that do not respond to the transport network.

While informative about the variation in the data, Figure 2b does not show a causal

relationship. City- and port- specific shocks could confound the slope estimate; roads

connecting certain pairs of cities could have been built with the goal of increasing export.

We conduct regression analyses to address these concerns.

2.3 Empirical Specification

We estimate variants of the following specification, which will be micro founded by

the structural model developed in later sections:

ln(vt
(o,RoW),d) = βod + βt

o + β̃t
d + γ1distt

od + εt
od. (1)

The dependent variable, vt
(o,RoW),d, is the export from city o to the RoW through port

city d in period t. βod, βt
o, β̃t

d are city-port pair, city-time, and port-time fixed effects,

respectively. distt
od is the effective distance between o and d along the least-cost path

on the period-t network. In some specifications, we replace it with distH,t
od and distL,t

od to

estimate the separate effects of expressway and regular road segments.

As alluded to before, the OLS estimate of specification (1) is subject to a few endo-

geneity concerns. First, expressways might have been built to promote economic growth

of specific ports or regions. We control for city-time and port-time fixed effects, which

would capture export growth driven by city- or port- specific shocks that also determined

expressway construction. Second, perhaps more importantly, cities closer to each other

likely have lower barriers of other sorts, such as information frictions and home biases,

which could increase export volume for reasons not related to the transport infrastructure.

Through city-port fixed effects, we control for all time-invariant unobserved heterogene-

ity across pairs of cities. The identification thus comes from over-time changes in effective

distance resulting from the expansion of the expressway network.11

11To the extent that some of the non-transport barriers, such as information friction, also respond to ad-
ditions to the transport network, it should and will be picked up by our estimate, which uses a specification
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Table 2: Expressway and Routing of Export Shipments

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Effective Route Length and Export By Type of Road

OLS IV Reduced Form 2SLS OLS IV Reduced Form 2SLS

distt
od -0.341∗∗∗ -0.384∗∗∗ -0.157∗∗∗ -0.174∗∗∗ -0.170∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.037) (0.045) (0.058)
-on express -0.088∗∗ -0.162∗∗

(0.038) (0.068)
-on regular -0.174∗∗∗ -0.198∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.063)
IV distt

od -0.198∗∗∗

(0.068)
-IV express -0.147∗∗∗

(0.053)
-IV regular -0.230∗∗∗

(0.073)
Fixed Effects o, d, t ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt od, ot, dt
Exclude Major Cities yes yes yes yes yes yes
Observations 3668 3660 2838 2068 2038 2038 2068 2038 2038
R2 0.646 0.709 0.906 0.897 0.897 0.020 0.897 0.897 0.015
First Stage K-P F stat 1400.799 170.204

Notes: This table reports the regressions of export shipment through a port on the distance between the city and the port. The outcome

variable is the log of total value of goods exported by city o through port d to the RoW. In Columns 1 through 4, the explanatory

variable is the regular-equivalent length of the shortest path between city o and port d. Columns 5 and 6 are the reduced-form and

2SLS estimates using the minimum-spanning network IV. Column 7 separates total length of the shortest path into that of expressways

and regular roads. Columns 8 and 9 are the reduced-form and 2SLS estimates using the minimum-spanning network IV.

Standard errors are clustered at city-port level. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

2.4 Expressway Construction and the Route Choice of Exporters

Table 2 reports the baseline results. The specification in the first column includes only

city, port, and time fixed effect, so the coefficient is identified off mostly cross-sectional

variation. The point estimate is -0.341. The second column further includes city-time and

port-time fixed effects, which leads to a modest increase in the estimated coefficient. In

the third column, we include city-port fixed effects to focus on the long-run changes. The

point estimate shrinks by 60%, in accord with the patterns documented in Figure 2. The

coefficient implies that each additional hundred km effective distance decreases export

through a port by 15.7%.

Expressway network endogeneity concerns. A remaining concern is that new ex-

pressways might have been built to connect specific pairs of cities with growing economic

ties, which might be correlated with export growth. We use two strategies to alleviate this

that focuses on long-run effects. What we would like to exclude through the addition of bilateral fixed
effects is the components that do not respond to the transport infrastructure.
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concern. The first is to exclude origin city o that is either a provincial capital city or other-

wise had more than 5 million registered residents.12 As discussed in Banerjee et al. (2020),

transport networks of China were largely designed to link major cities. With these cities

excluded, our estimation exploits the increase in port access for the remaining, smaller

cities, which gained access because they were between major cities to be connected. Col-

umn 4 reports the results of this specification, which is also our preferred specification.

The point estimate is -0.174, similar to when major cities are included.13

Second, in addition to excluding major cities, we adopt an IV strategy based on Faber

(2014): to use an ‘exogenous’ hypothetical expressway network as an instrument for the

actual network. Specifically, using a minimum-spanning tree algorithm, we first generate

the expressway network with minimum total length that connects all major cities on

the actual network by 2010. This network represents the optimal one if the goal was

to minimize the total length of expressway while still connecting the same set of major

cities. As Appendix Figure A.3 shows, this hypothetical network spans the same areas

as the actual one, but has no curvature and is far more sparse. We use it in place of

the actual expressway network in calculating the shortest-path distance between cities for

2010, denoted by distIV,2010
od , which then serves as an instrumental variable for dist2010

od .14

The identification assumption is that non-major cities experienced an improvement in

access to ports only because they were close to the hypothetical network that connects

the major cities. Column 5 reports the reduced-form results using this instrument, which

finds a coefficient of −0.198. Column 6 reports the two-stage-least-square (2SLS) estimate.

The high first-stage F-statistic indicates relevance. The regression coefficient is close to the

12According to the 2000 population census, 55 cities are classified as major cities.
13Using a similar specification, Coşar and Demir (2016) finds that upgrading a carriageway to expressway

reduces trade costs over a trip of 820 km by about 27% (p. 222). Converting our baseline estimate of 0.174
into a similar object would imply a cost saving of 18% over the same distance, so our estimate is in line
with existing evidence. See Appendix A.6 for the underlying calculation.

14We use the distance along the 1999 actual network as an IV for itself. The IV is time varying and
we can thus control for city pair fixed effects. Our specification effectively uses the differences in bilateral
distance between the 1999 actual and the 2010 hypothetical networks as an instrumental variable for the
actual changes in distance over this period.
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OLS estimate and about half the size of the coefficient in Column 1.

The stability of results across Columns 3-6 shows that our estimate is unlikely to

be biased due to endogenous placements of expressways. That the over-time estimates

are consistently smaller than cross-sectional estimates has implications for evaluating the

impacts of transport projects. In typical domestic trade models, researchers could have

interpreted shipments from origin cities to ports as trade flows. Specification (1) then

corresponds to a gravity regression, with γ1 being the product of the trade elasticity

and the distance semi elasticity of trade cost. Given the trade elasticity, γ1 maps one-to-

one into the effect of distance on trade costs. Using cross-sectional variation only thus

overestimates this effect by 100%, which in turn would exaggerate the welfare gains from

the improvements of domestic transport infrastructure.15

Relative costs of expressways and regular roads. So far we have focused on esti-

mating the coefficient for regular-equivalent distance (distt
od). To further investigate the

separate effects of the two types of roads, Column 7 splits distt
od into two components,

distance along expressway segments and regular road segments. The coefficient is -0.17

for regular roads and -0.09 for expressways—the former is more costly than the latter,

as one would expect. Columns 8 and 9 report the IV reduced-form and 2SLS estimates.

Both find a larger coefficient for regular road distance, although the distinction becomes

smaller for the 2SLS estimate.

Summary of additional results and robustness. In Appendix A, we report a number

of additional results. First, we look into the channel through which the responses in

shipment take place. We find that the responses are driven by the growth of export at city-

port level, rather than the rerouting of a city’s export among different ports. Second, we

visualize the bilateral variation exploited on the map and show that our regressions use

15The model developed in the next section incorporates explicitly the port choice of exporters. According
to the model, the estimated coefficient γ1 is the product of two structural parameters: the elasticity of
substitution between ports (instead of the trade elasticity), and the distance semi-elasticity of domestic
trade costs. Yet the same point remains valid: for a given port elasticity, a larger γ1 leads to larger inferred
welfare impacts.
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both the variation between broad geographic regions and the variation within a region.

Third, we conduct a host of robustness analyses, which show that all results hold when

we use sectoral level data and control for the full set of sector-related fixed effects, when

the specification is PPML, an often used alternative to linear models in estimating trade

flows, and when we measure shipment by weight instead of value.

Taking stock, the reduced-form results provide robust evidence that the port choice

of exporters responds to domestic infrastructure and that it is crucial to estimate such

responses using over-time variation. In the rest of this paper, we develop a structural

model of exporter route choice and use it to (1) estimate the key structural parameters on

export and domestic trade routing, and (2) conduct counterfactual experiments.

3 Route Choice on the Transport Network

We start by describing the routing block of our model, which extends that of Allen

and Arkolakis (2019) to accommodate two co-existing networks.

3.1 From Networks to Road Costs

Consider a four-region economy, illustrated in Figure 3. Nodes (o, l, k, d) represent

cities, which are connected by links that represent a transport network. Curly dashed

lines represent regular roads, straight solid lines expressways. We use ιx
kd, x ∈ {H, L} to

denote the travel cost for edge k→ d, with H and L standing for expressways and regular

roads, respectively. Costs along any edges are greater than 1 and symmetric: ιx
kd ≥ 1,

ιx
kd = ιx

dk, ∀k 6= d, x ∈ {H, L}. We assume for any adjacent cities k and l,

ιx
kl = exp(κx · distx

kl), x ∈ {H, L}, (2)

in which distx
kl is the length of the edge connecting k and l of road type x and κx is the

corresponding distance semi-elasticity.

A path, or a route, is a set of inter-connected edges that links an origin to a destination;

the cost of traveling on a path is the product of costs of all edges forming that path. For

example, o L−→ k H−→ d is a path from o to d with its first leg on a regular road and second
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ιLkl

Figure 3: Routing on a Network: Four-Region Example

leg on an expressway; the cost along this path is ιL
ok · ιH

kd.

Truckers going from o to d face multiple options. There are two direct paths, by an

expressway or a regular road, costing ιH
od or ιL

od each. Truckers derive from each path

idiosyncratic disutility ν, drawn independently from the Fréchet distribution with disper-

sion parameter θ. The effective travel cost along a path is the product of the fundamental

cost and a path-specific realization of ν. For example, the effective cost of o H−→ d is ιH
od · ν.

If the two direct paths are the only options between o and d, the Fréchet assumption

implies that the expected travel cost across all possible paths r is:

τod,1 ≡ E[min
r∈{o L−→d, o

H−→d}
ιr · ν(r)] = γθ

(
[ιH

od]
−θ + [ιL

od]
−θ
)− 1

θ , (3)

where γθ ≡ Γ( θ−1
θ ) is a constant, and the subscript ‘1’ in τod,1 denotes that the choice is

among paths with one edge.

Truckers can take detours. In the above example, there are three two-edge paths from

o to d: o L−→ k H−→ d, o L−→ k L−→ d, and o L−→ l H−→ d. If constrained to choose among paths

with two or fewer edges, the expected trade cost is:

τod,2 = γθ

(
[ιH

od]
−θ + [ιL

od]
−θ + [ιL

okιH
kd]
−θ + [ιL

okιL
kd]
−θ + [ιL

ol ι
H
ld]
−θ
)− 1

θ . (4)

We derive the matrix representation for the expected travel costs. Let L and H be the

adjacent matrices corresponding to regular and expressway networks, respectively:
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L =

o l d k


o 0 ιL

ol
−θ

ιL
od
−θ

ιL
ok
−θ

l ιL
lo
−θ 0 0 ιL

lk
−θ

d ιL
do
−θ 0 0 ιL

dk
−θ

k ιL
ko
−θ

ιL
kl
−θ

ιL
kd
−θ 0

H =

o l d k


o 0 0 ιH

od
−θ 0

l 0 0 ιH
ld
−θ 0

d ιH
do
−θ

ιH
dl
−θ 0 ιH

dk
−θ

k 0 0 ιH
kd
−θ 0

The non-zero elements in L and H are the -θth power of the cost between two adjacent

nodes in these networks. Zeros indicate that two cities are not directly connected by an

edge.16 Let A be the sum of the two matrices, A ≡ H + L, and let [X(o,d)] denote the

od-th element of matrix X. Equation (3) becomes:

τod,1 = γθ

(
[H(o,d)] + [L(o,d)]

)− 1
θ = γθ

(
[A(o,d)]

)− 1
θ , where [A(o,d)] = [ιH

od
−θ

+ ιL
od
−θ

].

Further define A2 ≡ A ·A. The od-th element of A2 is

[A2
(o,d)] = ∑

x,x′∈{H,L}
∑
k
(ιx

ok · ιx′
kd)
−θ = (ιL

okιH
kd)
−θ + (ιL

okιL
kd)
−θ + (ιL

ol ι
H
ld)
−θ,

i.e., the sum of the −θth power of the cost across all two-edge paths. The matrix repre-

sentation of Equation (4) is:

τod,2 = γθ

(
[A(o,d)] + [A2

(o,d)]
)− 1

θ .

In principle, truckers can take more costly detours (e.g., o L−→ k L−→ l H−→ d) or even

revisit a stop (e.g., o L−→ d H−→ l H−→ d).17 For larger networks, as truckers freely take multi-

ple detours combining expressway and regular road segments, enumerating all possible

paths becomes a complex combinatorial problem. In Appendix B.1, we show by mathe-

matical induction that the sum across all paths between o and d with exactly N edges is

16Or equivalently, they are connected by an edge with an infinite transport cost. We assume that the
diagonal elements of the adjacency matrix are zero. Correspondingly, throughout the rest of this paper, we
normalize the iceberg cost of trading within a city to be one.

17As θ increases, the probability of routes with repeated trips being chosen approaches zero. We charac-
terize this probability in Appendix B.2 and shows that given our structural estimates, routes with repeated
stops are chosen with negligible probabilities.
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[AN
(o,d)], which implies that the expected cost across all possible paths is:

τod ≡ lim
N→∞

τod,N = γθ

( ∞

∑
n=1

[An
(o,d)]

)− 1
θ = γθ

(
[B(o,d)]

)− 1
θ , for o 6= d, (5)

where B ≡ (I−A)−1.18 Equation (5) expresses transport costs as a differentiable function

of the structure of the transport network. This feature will enable us to characterize the

first and second order welfare effects of expressway projects.

3.2 From Costs on Roads to Trade Costs

The routing block gives expect costs for truckers between domestic locations. We now

build on it to obtain sector-specific trade costs for domestic and international shipments.

Sector heterogeneity in trade costs. Trade costs take an iceberg form and vary across

sectors depending on the ‘heaviness’ of a sector, measured by its weight-to-value ratio, hi.

Let ιi,xkl be the edge cost of sector i between k and l on road type x ∈ {H, L}. We specify

ιi,xkl as

ιi,xkl =

(
hi

h0

)µ

· ιx
kl,

where ιx
kl is defined in Equation (2), h0 is a scaler that shifts the overall level of trade costs,

and µ is an elasticity that governs how trade costs vary by the weight of shipments.19 In

the limit case of µ = 1, this specification implies that trade costs increase linearly in the

weight of a shipment.20 More generally, the relationship between trade costs and weights

needs not be linear—using data on U.S. import, Hummels (2007) finds that the elasticity

of ad-valorem shipping cost to weight-to-value ratio is around 0.4-0.5 for both sea-borne

and air-borne shipments. We allow for a nonlinear relationship and will estimate µ .

18A sufficient condition for (I−A) to be invertible is that the spectral radius of A is less than one (Allen
and Arkolakis, 2019). This will be case if the road network adjacency matrix is sparse and the routing
elasticity θ is large, which hold for our empirical estimate.

19An alternative is to assume that sectors differ in the distance-cost semi elasticity, κH
i and κL

i . However,
we did not find support for this specification in the data.

20To see this, consider a seller looking to ship value y of sector i goods along road segment k → l. The
number of trucks needed for this task depends on the weight of the goods. Assuming each truck can load
h̃0 tons, the cost of shipment for this batch of goods on k → l is simply yhi

h̃0
ιxkl , where yhi

h̃0
is the number of

trucks needed. Redefining yi
h̃0

= 1
h0

gives ( hi
h0
)ιxkl as the cost.
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l

o d RoW

τ iol = ( hi

h0
)µ · τol

τ iod = ( hi

h0
)µ · τod τ id,RoW = f i · τd,RoW

τ il,RoW = f i · τl,RoW

Figure 4: Port Choice of Exporters
Note: The diagram illustrates the choice of port through which to ship to the RoW. l and d are ports. Dashed lines ol and od indicate

that city o might be connected to ports l and d only indirectly via road networks.

The specification of ιikl also implies that the trade cost between o and d in sector i is:

τi
od ≡ lim

N→∞
τi

od,N = γθ

( ∞

∑
n=1

(
hi

h0
)−µθ[An

(o,d)]
)− 1

θ
=

(
hi

h0

)µ

· τod, (6)

i.e., τi
od is ( hi

h0
)µ multiples of τod, characterized by Equation (5).

Decisions of exporters. To bring in the customs data for estimation, we now embed

the domestic routing problem into a port choice problem of exporters. Consider in an

economy represented by Figure 4, an exporter from city o looks to send a truckload of

merchandises of sector i to foreign buyers. The total export cost has two components: a

domestic component between o and one of the nation’s ports l or d, denoted by τi
ok, k ∈

{l, d}, and an international component τi
k,RoW , which is the product of a sector-specific

cost, f i, and the overall access of port k ∈ {l, d} to the RoW, τk,RoW .

The exporter first decides from which port to ship the goods, taking the expected do-

mestic trade cost as given. Each seller receives a port-specific export cost shock, denoted by

(νF(k))k∈{l,d}, drawn from a Fréchet distribution. This shock enters trade costs multiplica-

tively, so the international shipment cost from l to the RoW, for example, is τi
l,RoW · νF(l).

Because the source of idiosyncratic shocks for international shipments might differ from

that of shocks for domestic shipments, we allow the dispersion parameter of νF(k), θF,

to be potentially different from θ.21 The seller chooses min{τi
olτl,RoW · νF(l), τi

odτd,RoW ·
21While the heterogeneity in domestic shipment arises mainly from truck drivers’ preference across

routes, the choice of port likely depends on the routing of cargo ships, the export intermediary used,
and the distance to the destination country, all of which we abstract from.
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νF(d)}. Suppose port d is chosen, then, the seller randomly meets with a trucker, who

will charge the expected cost for the domestic leg and finds the least-cost route from o to

d given his own taste shocks. The expected export cost faced by an exporter is thus:

τi
o,RoW = Γ(

θF − 1
θF

)[ ∑
k∈ports

(τi
ok · τi

k,RoW)−θF ]
− 1

θF . (7)

The probability that the export from city o is shipped via port d is:

πi
(o,RoW),d =

(τi
od · τi

d,RoW)−θF

∑k∈ports(τ
i
ok · τi

k,RoW)−θF
.

This equation illustrates how the export data identify domestic trade costs. All else equal,

if port d is better connected to city o through the domestic transport network (lower τi
od),

more export from city o will be shipped through d. Noting that the sector shifters enter

the choice probability multiplicatively, we have

πi
(o,RoW),d = π(o,RoW),d =

(τod · τd,RoW)−θF

∑k∈ports(τok · τk,RoW)−θF
. (8)

That is, sector shifters do not affect the patterns of port choice.22 To identify the impor-

tance of sector heterogeneity, we will use the price information in the customs data.

4 Estimating Domestic Trade Costs Using Customs Data

4.1 The Port Choice of Exporters

Our structural estimation proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we estimate three

composite parameters, κHθ, κLθ, θF
θ from the port choice of exporters. To this end, we

introduce time superscript t to Equation (8), substitute Equation (5) for τod, and apply the

log transformation to obtain

log(πt
(o,RoW),d) = c +

θF

θ
log
(

B̃t(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)

)
− θF log(τt

d,RoW)− log( ∑
k∈ports

(τt
ok · τt

k,RoW)−θF),

where c is a constant. log(τt
d,RoW) and log(∑k∈ports(τ

t
ok · τt

k,RoW)−θF) on the right side of

the equation represent the export cost shifter specific to port d and the access of city o to

22Sector heterogeneity affects the level of trade costs and hence the level of trade across sectors. However,
among inter-regional shipments, it does not affect the probability of a port being chosen.
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the RoW through all ports, respectively. [B̃t(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)] is the od-th element of matrix

Bt. Given the road network at period t, Bt depends on κH and κL only through their

products with θ.23 We write it as B̃t(κHθ, κLθ) to highlight this dependence.

The above equation gives the model-predicted shares of export shipments via different

ports. To estimate the routing parameters, we minimize the deviations between the model

and the data using nonlinear least squares, interpreting these deviations as measurement

errors. Let log(π̂t
(o,RoW),d) be the share of export shipment from city o via port d in the

data. We solve the following:

min
θF
θ , κHθ, κLθ, f e

∑
o,d,t

[
θF

θ
log
(

B̃t(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)

)
+ f e− log(π̂t

(o,RoW),d)

]2

, (9)

in which f e is a set of fixed effects. To account for the port-specific cost shifters, log(τt
d,RoW),

and city-specific access to the RoW, log(∑k∈ports(τ
t
ok · τt

k,RoW)−θF), both unobserved, we in-

clude city-time and port-time fixed effects. Motivated by the reduced-form findings, we

also control for city-port fixed effects, so the source of variation is from the change in

[B̃t(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)] due to the expressway network expansion.

Although (9) is a high-dimensional optimization problem, note that only κHθ and κLθ

enter the objective function non-linearly via B̃t(κHθ, κLθ), so the original problem can be

cast into a nested one. In the inner nest, given values of κHθ and κLθ, the problem is

linear in θF
θ and the fixed effects, and can be estimated using the OLS. In the outer nest,

we search over the space of κHθ and κLθ to minimize the residual mean square errors of

the OLS estimated in the inner nest. This approach also makes it possible to estimate the

equation hundreds of times in bootstrap.

Appendix C.1 discusses in detail how the three composite parameters are identified

and describes the procedures for inference. Panel A of Table 3 reports their point esti-

mates and distribution statistics. The model explains about 89% of the variation in the

data, measured by R-squared. Although parameters are not separately identified by port

23Recall that [A(o,d)] = [ιH
od
−θ

+ ιL
od
−θ

] = [exp(−θκH · distH,t
od ) + exp(−θκL · distL,t

od )], i.e., given the network
structure, A is determined solely by κHθ and κLθ. This is also true for B, the Leontief inverse of A.
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Table 3: Estimates of the Routing Model

Value s.e. Median p10 p90

Panel A: routing data
κLθ 4.68 1.90 4.67 4.26 6.18
κHθ 3.78 1.08 3.77 3.36 4.83
θF/θ 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.09
Panel B: price data
θ 111.52 35.41 111.05 103.49 127.31
µ 0.29 0.04 0.29 0.23 0.35

Notes: Inference for κLθ, κHθ, θF/θ, and θ is based on 200 cluster-bootstrapped samples, each constructed by sampling with replace-

ment at the city level. Inference for µ is based on its asymptotic distribution after estimating Equation (10) with OLS.

choices alone, their relative values are identified. Two observations stand out. First,

κH
κL
≈ 0.8, i.e., expressways save 20% shipment costs relative to regular roads. Second, θ

is an order of magnitude larger than θF. This appears reasonable given that port choices

likely depend on export intermediaries used, which makes ports less substitutable than

routes.

4.2 Price Regressions

The second step of our structural estimation uses price data to identify θ—which

would separate the composite parameters estimated in the first step—and µ. Consider a

firm in sector i from an interior city o exporting to the RoW via port d. Let the factory-

gate price of the good be pi
o. Assuming perfect pass-through (the trade model developed

in the next section will satisfy this assumption), the average free-on-board price at port d

across all route-specific draws is given by:

pi
(o,RoW),d = pi

o · τi
od = pi

o ·
(

hi

h0

)µ

· γθ · [B̃(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)]
− 1

θ

=⇒ log
( pi

(o,RoW),d

pi
o

)
= constant + µ log(hi)−

1
θ

log
(

B̃(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)

)
. (10)

Equation (10) shows that the variation in price ratios across sectors with different ‘weight-

to-value’ ratios identifies µ; having estimated κHθ and κLθ, the variation in B̃(κHθ, κLθ)(o,d)

across pairs of cities due to the structure of the road networks identifies θ.

We use unit values of exported goods from the transaction-level customs data to con-
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struct price ratios. Without observing the factory-gate price of each transaction, we restrict

the sample to transactions with the origin city o being a port itself. For the goods pro-

duced in such city o, the average price for when exported directly from o, [pi
(o,RoW),o], is

then a theory-consistent measure of the factory-gate price.

The validity of this approach rests on the assumption that goods shipped directly from

o to the RoW and goods shipped indirectly through another port d are comparable. For

such an assumption to be valid, we use rich information from the customs data and de-

fine each product to be a combination of city, HS-8 category, and destination country. We

calculate the average price of direct export transactions from city o for each of these prod-

ucts to obtain pi
(o,RoW),o. We then construct the dependent variable as the ratio between

the price of the same product exported via another port d and pi
(o,RoW),o.

The narrow definition of a product addresses leading concerns in interpreting price

ratios as trade costs. First, firms both export higher-quality goods and charge higher

markups on these goods for destination countries with higher income (Fan et al., 2015).

Second, cities with a more skilled workforce tend to produce better products (Dingel,

2016). Conditioning on the same destination market and origin city avoids these two

sources of biases. To further alleviate these concerns, our empirical specifications ab-

sorb remaining systematic differences in either qualities or markups across cities and

ports through fixed effects; we also show that the results are similar if we focus on non-

differentiated products, as classified in Rauch (1999), for which such concerns are less

important. The drawback of using narrowly defined products is that there were not

enough exports at the initial period for us to estimate θ from over-time variation, so we

focus on cross-sectional regressions using the end-of-period data only.

Since µ and θ are identified of different variations, we estimate them separately, which

allows for more flexible controls. Specifically, we identify µ from comparisons among the

same pairs of cities o and d, whether heavier goods have larger price gaps. Our most

demanding specification controls for firm-port-destination country-HS2 category fixed
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effects and identifies µ using variation in hi across HS4 categories. On the other hand,

identification of θ uses how the price gap increases in the effective distance between o and

d. We control for city-destination country-HS8 and port-destination country-HS8 fixed

effects, and use the IV constructed from the minimum-spanning expressway network.

Appendix C.1 provides additional discussions on the identification of µ and θ, and

demonstrates the robustness of the estimates to different sample restrictions and controls.

Panel B of Table 3 reports estimates from the preferred specifications. We estimate that

µ = 0.29, which means that a one-percent increase in the weight-to-value ratio increases

the ad-valorem shipping cost by around 0.3%. This estimate is on the lower end of the

estimate of Hummels (2007) in the setting of international shipment costs (0.4-0.5). The

literature does not offer much guidance on this elasticity for domestic shipments, but

the freight costs for domestic shipments documented in the literature is usually denoted

linearly in weight (Redding and Turner, 2015), which translates into an elasticity of one.

To be conservative on the role of sector heterogeneity, we use 0.29 as the baseline and an

elasticity of one for sensitivity analyses.

We find a point estimate of θ = 111.5, implying that different routes leading to the

same port are highly substitutable. Plugging this into Panel A of Table 4 gives point

estimates of κH = 0.034 and κL = 0.042, which mean that an additional 100 km on

expressway and regular roads increases trade cost by 3.4% and 4.2%, respectively.

5 The Full Model

We embed the routing decision into a spatial equilibrium model, with costly trade and

input-output linkages (Caliendo and Parro, 2015). The model will be used to conduct gen-

eral equilibrium counterfactual experiments, and will pin down the level and distribution

of shipment flows, which, as we show in Section 7, enable a second-order approximation

to the welfare gains from expressway projects.
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5.1 Spatial Equilibrium Model

Environment. There are N regions, denoted by o or d, representing Chinese prefecture

cities (CHN) and the RoW. There are S sectors, denoted by i or j. Domestic consumers

are freely mobile across cities, and consume land and a basket of sectoral final goods.

The number of consumers of the RoW is fixed. Sectoral final goods are non-tradable and

aggregated from tradable intermediate goods produced by different locations. Land is in

fixed supply. All markets are perfectly competitive.

Consumers. Consumers in region d maximize the following utility:

Ud = Bd[Hd]
α0 ·

S

∏
i=1

[Ci
d]

αi
,

where Ci
d is the consumption of final goods in sector i, with price denoted by Pi

d. Hd is

the consumption of land, with price denoted by Rd. Bd is the amenity of region d. αi are

shares of land and sectoral final goods: ∑S
i=0 αi = 1 . This preference gives an indirect

utility of Ud = Bd
Id
Pd

, where Id is total income and Pd =
(

Rd
α0

)α0

·∏S
i=1

(
Pi

d
αi

)αi

is the price

of the consumption basket. Domestic consumers choose a location to maximize their

utilities, so in equilibrium Ud = Ud′ , ∀d, d′ ∈ CHN.

Land market. Region d is endowed with Hd amount of land. Let the equilibrium

number of consumers in region d be Ld. The land market clearing condition is

HdLd = Hd, ∀d.

Domestic land is owned by the national government, which collects rents and rebates

them to domestic consumers via a lump-sum transfer, Tr. Let wd be the wage in city d.

The total income for a consumer in city d is Id = wd + Tr, with Tr given by government

budget balance: ∑d∈CHN RdHdLd = Tr ·∑d∈CHN Ld.

Industry final good production. In each industry i, region d, the representative final

good producers aggregate intermediate goods in sector i from different locations into

sectoral final goods using an Armington production technology.24 Let q̃i
od be the quantity

24At the sectoral level, our model is isomorphic to the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model with comparative
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of sector-i intermediate goods from region o, the quantity of final goods produced, Qi
d, is

Qi
d =

(
∑
o
[q̃i

od]
σ−1

σ

) σ
σ−1

,

where σ is the elasticity of substitution across goods from different regions.

Intermediate good production and trade. The representative intermediate good pro-

ducers in sector i region d convert labor and sectoral final goods from different sectors

into the intermediate goods using the following Cobb-Douglas technology:

qi
d = Ti

d[l
i
d]

βi
S

∏
j=1

[mij
d ]

γij
,

where Ti
d is the location-sector specific productivity shaping the specialization of a region.

li
d and mij

d are inputs of labor and final goods from industry j, respectively; βi and γij are

their respective shares: βi + ∑j γij = 1. The unit production cost of sector-i intermediate

goods in region d is thus:

ci
d =

κiwβi

d ∏S
j=1[P

j
d]

γij

Ti
d

, where κi is a constant: κi = [βi]−βi
S

∏
j=1

[γij]−γij
.

The representative intermediate good producers sell their output to final good pro-

ducers at marginal costs, which consist of production costs and iceberg trade costs, τ̃i
od,

specified below. The price of the intermediate goods sold from o to d is thus pi
od = ci

oτ̃i
od.

The price of final goods in region d sector i, implied by the Armington technology, is:

Pi
d =

(
∑
o
(ci

oτ̃i
od)

1−σ
) 1

1−σ
.

The value of trade flows from o to d in sector i is:

Xi
od = Ei

dπi
od = Ei

d
[pi

od]
1−σ

[Pi
d]

1−σ
,

where Ei
d is the total expenditure on intermediate goods in sector i of region d and πi

od is

the share of expenditure of region d spent on sector-i intermediate goods from region o.

Other details of the model and equilibrium conditions are standard and hence dele-

advantages and intra-industry firm heterogeneity, so we also interpret the counterfactual of eliminating the
productivity differences of the Armington goods as eliminating regional comparative advantages.
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gated to Appendix B.3. Now we discuss how we model the trade costs, τ̃i
od.

5.2 Incorporating Alternative Transport Modes

In Section 3, we have developed a routing model that gives rise to trade costs along

the road network. While ground transport is the dominant form of transport in China ac-

counting for 76% of all domestic shipment (National Bureau of Statistics, 2010), alternative

modes via air, water, railways, and pipelines might still be relevant for the counterfactual

experiments, as improvements in road infrastructure might draw traffic away from other

modes. We capture these alternatives parsimoniously by assuming that between any two

domestic regions, in addition to the road network (with an expected cost of τi
od given in

Section 3.2), there is an alternative transport mode with an expected cost, τ̄i
od, specified as

τ̄i
od =

(
hi

h0

)µ

exp(κ̄ · distod), o 6= d, (11)

with κ̄ > 0 being a parameter to be estimated. We specify τ̄i
od as a function of the great

circle distance between o and d, distod, because it is meant to capture the average cost

among all alternative modes including air transport.25

With this additional mode, the full structure of the routing model works as follows.

For a seller from region o looking to ship a batch of goods, when the destination is

a domestic region, the seller decides whether to ship it via ground or the alternative

mode. He draws two independent mode-specific shocks from a Fréchet distribution with

dispersion parameter θM, denoted by νM, M ∈ {road, alt}, and chooses the mode with

the lower effective cost: min{τi
odνroad, τ̄i

odνalt}. If the ground transport is chosen, the seller

randomly meets with a trucker and pays the expected trade cost along the road network,

τi
od; otherwise he faces the cost for the alternative mode, τ̄i

od. When the destination is the

RoW, the seller first chooses a port d, taking into account the realization of port-specific

25Even after conditioning on the great circle distance between two cities, the cost of shipment via alter-
native modes might still differ according to the accessibility of direct flights and trains. Given the data
limitation, we do not directly model these alternatives. Our counterfactual experiments should thus be
viewed as keeping these alternatives as fixed.
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shocks, before choosing the mode of transport, ground or the alternative, from o to d.26

Combining all these decisions, the expected trade cost between a domestic origin o

and destination d for o 6= d is:

τ̃i
od =


Γ(

θM − 1
θM

)[(τ̄i
od)
−θM + (τi

od)
−θM ]

− 1
θM , if d ∈ CHN,

Γ(
θF − 1

θF
) · [ ∑

ports k
(τ̃i

ok · τi
k,RoW)−θF ]

− 1
θF , if d = RoW,

(12)

where τ̃i
ok in the second line of the equation is given by the first line for domestic port city

k. We construct import costs of Chinese cities from the RoW in the same form.

6 Quantification

6.1 Parameterization

As summarized in Panel A of Table 4, the key structural parameters of the routing

model have been estimated in Section 4. This section parameterizes the rest of the model

and conducts counterfactual exercises.

Parameters assigned directly. Panel B of Table 4 describes the parameters and fun-

damentals of the economy that are assigned directly. We determine sector shares in final

consumption and intermediate production, {αi} and {γij}, and the labor shares in pro-

duction, {βi}, based on the 2007 input-output table of China. We set the elasticity of

substitution across goods from different regions, σ, to be 6, implying a trade elasticity

of 5, which falls in the range of estimates from the literature (see, e.g., Simonovska and

Waugh, 2014). Finally, θM governs the elasticity of substitution between different modes

of transport. Existing estimates of θM range from 1 to 3 in the earlier transportation lit-

erature (Abdelwahab, 1998) to 14 in the more recent work by Allen and Arkolakis (2019).

26It is possible that in the data, as in the model, some goods are first shipped via the alternative mode
(most likely by train) to a seaport and then sent to the RoW. One concern is that by not excluding such
transshipment, our estimates could be biased. Since transshipment from railway to ports is more likely
for heavier and bulkier industries which are more dependent on railway for transportation, such as coal
and wood, we exclude these two categories from reduced-form estimation and find essentially the same
result. Relatedly, robustness exercises reported in Appendix A.6 also find that focusing on within-industry
variation gives similar results, which suggests that possible transshipment in some industries is unlikely to
bias our estimates.
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Table 4: Parameter Values

Parameters Descriptions Value s.e. Targets/Source

A. Estimated Routing Parameters
θ Routing elasticity 111.5 35.4 Estimates of Equations (9) and (10)
θF Port choice elasticity 6.35 3.33
κH Expressway route cost 0.034 0.002
κL Regular route cost 0.042 0.008
µ Cost-weight to value elasticity 0.29 0.04

B. Remaining parameters: from external sources
βi, γij, αj IO structure and consumption share - - China Input Output Table (2007)
σ Trade elasticity 6 -
θM Elasticity of substitution across modes 2.5 -

C. Remaining parameters: estimated jointly
h0 Trade cost level 1.260 0.015 Average ground shipment distance: 177 km
κ̄ Alternative mode cost 0.163 0.001 Share of non-road shipment: 0.24
τi

RoW International trade costs - - Sectoral export and import
Ti

d Region-sector productivity - - City-sector sales (2008 Economic Census)
Bd Amenities - - Pop. dist. (2010 Pop. Census)
Hd Land supply shifter - - Rent (2005 mini Census)

We assign θM = 2.5 as the baseline and conduct sensitivity checks with alternative values.

Parameters estimated jointly. The remaining parameters, reported in Panel C, are es-

timated jointly, with their standard errors generated through bootstrapping of parameters

in Panel A.27 We determine the overall level of domestic trade cost h0 by targeting the av-

erage shipment distance in China, which is 177 kilometers (National Bureau of Statistics,

2010). The distance semi-elasticity for the alternative mode, κ̄, pins down the equilibrium

share of shipment using roads versus the other mode. About 76% of domestic shipment

is via ground transport (National Bureau of Statistics, 2010). Matching this target gives

κ̄ = 0.163.

We assume export and import costs vary by sector but not by port: τi
k,RoW = τi

RoW , ∀k ∈
CHN. These parameters are then pinned down by matching sectoral import and export as

shares of domestic output.28 The model has 323 prefecture cities and 25 sectors, 4 of which

27The standard errors are generated through recalibrating the model each time we randomly sample
parameters in Panel A from their joint distribution. The inference procedure is described in Appendix
C.2. In this process, we treat parameters in Panel B as fixed as those are either aggregate moments (IO
shares), which have no sampling errors, or taken from the literature. We explore how results vary with
these parameters in Appendix C.6.

28To match the import and export shares, our calibration accounts for exogenous international trade sur-
pluses of China. After the model is calibrated, we solve for a baseline equilibrium without trade imbalances.
All the counterfactual experiments will then be compared against this baseline equilibrium. Throughout
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Figure 5: Model Predicted Shipment Flows
Note: This figure plots the value of road shipments (sum of expressway and regular road shipments) between directly connected

cities. Numbers are in percentage points of Chinese GDP.

are non-tradable. We pin down the region-sector productivity parameters, {Ti
d}d 6=RoW , by

matching the sectoral output shares of each prefecture city, constructed from the 2008

economic census. We calibrate {Ti
RoW} such that the ratios between sectoral output of

China and that of the RoW match the data. Finally, we determine the amenities of cities by

matching the population distribution, calculated from the 2010 census. City population,

together with rental rates, pins down the land supply shifters, {Hd}.
Figure 5 plots the value of shipment flows from the calibrated equilibrium. Darker

colors indicate higher intensities. Standing out from the map are a few corridors that

connect the most important economic centers of China. The first is the northeast corridor

surrounding the Bohai Bay, which links Beijing and Tianjin to clusters of heavy industries

such as Dalian, Shenyang, and Changchun. The second is the corridor between Beijing

and the southeast coast, an area encompassing the most prosperous areas of China, the

Yangtze River Delta. Finally, the corridor that connects the northwest to the center of

China is also important.

the rest of the paper we also refer to this baseline as the calibrated equilibrium.
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Summary of validation exercises. To verify that the model, disciplined by the customs

data, indeed matches the patterns of shipment and trade, we conduct a few validation

exercises. First, we show that despite the key structural parameters of the model being

estimated from within variation in export routing patterns, the calibrated model fits the

level of city export well. Second, the model-predicted city-level export growth due to the

expressway expansion fits that in the data. In addition to being an out-of-sample test of

the model, the predicted export growth also provides an IV for city-level export growth

that is due to the exogenous expressway expansion. Third, we obtain bilateral truck flows

in 2019 and compare the model-implied bilateral shipments to truck flows. Finally, we

relate the model-implied shipment that passes through each city to the data. Appendix C.3

reports details of these validation exercises. Together, these exercises demonstrate that

our approach matches closely the patterns of China’s domestic and international trade,

which are the first order determinants of the inferred welfare gains.

6.2 Counterfactuals: the Impacts of the Expressway Network Expansion

Main results. We examine the impacts of the expressway construction through coun-

terfactual experiments. Reported in Table 5 are differences between the calibrated equi-

librium with the 2010 expressway network and the counterfactual equilibrium with the

1999 expressway network. The comparison suggests that the aggregate welfare of China

increases by 5.1% because of the expressway construction. To put this number into per-

spective, the welfare relevant TFP of China grew by 36% from 1999 to 2010 (Penn World

Table 9.0, see Feenstra et al., 2015). Through the lens of our model, about 14% of this

increase can be attributed to the domestic expressway network expansion.

The expressway construction also has large impacts on both domestic and interna-

tional trade. With more connected domestic markets, trade within China increases by

13.6%. Because the hinterland ship their export to ports via ground transport, the ex-

pressway expansion also affects international trade. It is tempting to think that lower

domestic shipment costs will encourage international trade, but the theoretical predic-
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Table 5: The Impacts of the Expressway Network Expansion, 1999-2010

Change in Value s.e. Median p10 p90

Aggregate welfare (%) 0.051 0.025 0.052 0.022 0.096
Log(Domestic trade) 0.136 0.052 0.136 0.068 0.230
Log(Exports) 0.097 0.080 0.108 0.035 0.219

Note: The table reports (the minus of) changes in model statistics as the economy moves from the calibrated equilibrium with the 2010

expressway network to the one with the 1999 expressway network. Inferences of these statistics are generated through counterfactual

experiments based on 200 recalibrated models with parameters in Panel A of Table 4 sampled from their joint distribution.

tion is ambiguous.29 It turns out that in the model, the net effect is a 9.7% increase in

international trade.

The role of three model ingredients. Our model differs from those used in the grow-

ing literature quantifying the impacts of transport infrastructure (e.g., Asturias et al.,

2018; Fajgelbaum and Schaal, 2020; Allen and Arkolakis, 2019) in three aspects. First,

our structural estimation exploits changes in the route choice of exporters resulting from

the domestic expressway network expansion, which naturally implies that the network

expansion reduces trade costs not only for trade between domestic partners but also for

trade between the hinterland and foreign countries; second, with sector level information

on production and export prices, we allow for regions to differ in sector specializations

and sectors to differ in trade costs; third, we incorporate intermediate inputs.

Because these ingredients allow us to more accurately infer the value of inter-city ship-

ments and the distribution of these shipments among different routes, they are important

for the quantitative results. To illustrate the roles of these ingredients, in Appendix C.4,

we parameterize a series of restricted models with fewer ingredients and calculate the

welfare gains in these alternative models. We find decreasing gains as these ingredients

are eliminated one by one. When all three ingredients are removed—so the model is

down to a bare-bone single-sector spatial equilibrium model—the inferred welfare gain

is about 0.89%, around 17% of the baseline result.
29On the one hand, interior regions will trade more with the RoW because of the improved access; on

the other hand, coastal regions might be diverted to trade more intensively with the interior, leading to a
decline in the aggregate international trade.
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Sensitivity to alternative setups and parameters. In Appendix C.6, we report results

with alternative values of external parameters, and results from models with (1) frictional

instead of freely mobile labor; (2) industry-level external economies of scale. We show

that adopting these alternative assumptions do not affect the inferred welfare gains from

the expressway expansion materially.

6.3 Cost-Benefit Analysis

We evaluate the return to investment for both the overall expressway network expan-

sion and a few mega projects.

Overall expressway expansion. We calculate the total investment on the expressway

network during 1999-2010. The raw data are from the Yearly Bulletin of Road and Wa-

terway Transport Development (Ministry of Transport of the People’s Republic of China,

2000-2010). Converted to the 2010 price using the price index for capital, the cumula-

tive investment in inter-city expressway projects during the decade is 570 billion USD, or

about 10% of the 2010 GDP. To compare this cost to discounted future benefits, we assume

that the annual depreciation rate for expressways and the discount rate are both 10%.30

Assuming all expenditures are incurred in 2010, then, the discounted future welfare

gains ( 5.1
0.1+0.1 ) is around 25% of the 2010 GDP, implying a net return of about 150%: even

after taking into account the high opportunity cost in a growing economy like China, the

expressway investment generates a large net return. In comparison, if we had used a

simple one sector model for the evaluation as in most existing quantitative studies, our

conclusion would have been that the investment led to a 55% net loss (≈ 0.89%
0.2 /10%− 1).

The return to backbone projects. Fourteen mega projects, shown in Figure 6, form

the backbone of the entire network. We evaluate the cost and benefit for each of them.

In the absence of a consistently defined cost measure for individual projects, we follow

30The choice of depreciation rate follows Bai et al. (2006). For the discount rate, a natural candidate
appears to be the return to capital in the overall Chinese economy, given that the expressway was planned
by the central government, whose opportunity cost is to direct investment elsewhere. Bai et al. (2006) finds
that between 1998 and 2005, the return to capital is around 20%, a level that seems unsustainable especially
given the secular stagnation in much of the developed world. To be conservative we assume it is 10%.
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Figure 6: Mega Expressway Projects in China
Notes: Projects with higher returns are plotted with darker colors. Some segments were completed before 1999 (most of G4 and G10);
the newly built segments of selected projects during 1999-2010 together account for 43.7% of the total length built during this period.

Faber (2014) and adopt a formula based on the engineering literature linking the relative

construction cost of a segment to whether it passes water or wetland areas and the average

slope of the terrain. We use this formula to evaluate all the segments constructed between

1999 and 2010 as a function of an unknown level coefficient and determine this coefficient

so that the total cost of these segments equals the aggregate investment (10% of 2010

GDP). Appendix A.4 provides more details.

The output of this procedure, reported in Table 6 Column 3, is the estimated cost for

each of these projects. The most expensive project per km is G5, which passes through

the rugged terrains in the southeast. Stretching across the flat northeastern plain in the

other end of the country, G10 costs the least per km. The average cost across all projects

constructed in this period is around 80 million yuan per km. This number is in the same

ballpark as the best directly available evidence.31

Columns 4 and 5 report the per-period welfare gains and the net return to investment

31Most construction costs we can find online are for projects completed well before 2010. The website
http://news.roadcost.com/News/20120216/180.html (in Chinese) discloses an audit report of express-
way projects in Fujian province in 2011 Quarter one, according to which the average construction cost is 80
million yuan per kilometer.
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Table 6: Costs and Benefits of 14 Mega Projects

ID Length Cost as Cost per km Welfare Gains Net return to % Change in % Change in
(km) % GDP (million RMB) (%) investment dom. trade Export

G1 1533.61 0.30 77.71 0.40 567.19% 1.16 0.56
G2 1768.29 0.38 85.94 0.29 284.82% 0.89 0.88
G3 2513.38 0.54 85.53 0.49 354.10% 1.05 1.86
G4 2924.88 0.65 89.14 0.32 149.50% 0.82 0.44
G5 2829.75 0.73 103.16 0.20 38.04% 0.57 0.00
G6 2095.37 0.38 72.26 0.08 3.87% 0.25 0.03
G10 891.73 0.15 67.25 0.02 -22.92% 0.09 0.02
G20 1688.68 0.31 74.08 0.19 204.16% 0.54 0.33
G30 4356.49 0.85 78.04 0.39 129.32% 1.34 -0.10
G40 1727.03 0.34 78.43 0.12 75.26% 0.34 0.19
G50 1936.36 0.38 79.61 0.22 180.97% 0.56 0.28
G60 2662.22 0.48 72.99 0.35 258.44% 0.67 0.46
G70 1706.35 0.38 89.62 0.24 217.86% 0.36 1.06
G80 1378.30 0.30 88.62 0.17 185.05% 0.11 0.48
Total 30012.46 6.16 - 3.47 - 8.76 6.48

Note: Each row corresponds to a counterfactual experiment by removing a mega expressway project, referred by ‘ID’, from the 2010

expressway network. The statistics are calculated by comparing the benchmark equilibrium and the counterfactual equilibrium.

for each project. Most projects generate positive net returns. Projects with the highest

returns are north-south expressway lines (G1, G2, and G3). G10, a small project passing

through the less prosperous northeastern China, is the only one that loses money. The

last two columns report the impact of a project on domestic and international trade. The

projects that had the biggest impact on domestic trade is G30. This is likely because it

stretches across China’s center to the northwestern, connecting areas with very different

specializations, and has no major competing routes. On the other hand, the projects that

had the largest impacts on export are G2, G3 and G70—roads that connect northern and

central China to southeastern ports like Shanghai and Fuzhou.

To sum up, our evaluation suggests, return heterogeneity notwithstanding, until 2010

the expressway network in China was worth every penny of the investment.32

Comparison to existing studies. At least three other strategies have been used to

evaluate the return to expressway investment in China. The first directly measures the

32More recently, there has been a heated discussion in the popular press on whether China ‘over-invested’
in transport infrastructure. We note that our finding does not necessarily apply to the latest wave of invest-
ment. Indeed, as major population centers have been connected, building roads in the more mountainous
areas, usually with re-distributive motives, might incur higher costs while generating smaller returns.
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capital value added of the transportation sector (Bai and Qian, 2010); the second estimates

a regional production function, in which transport infrastructure is one of the inputs (Fan

and Chan-Kang, 2005); the third relies on quantitative simulations, as we do here, but

does not use domestic or international trade to discipline the model (Roberts et al., 2012).

We compare these approaches and explain their differences in Appendix C.5. While

each study generates different numbers, our estimate is generally in the same order of

magnitude as in existing studies. This further supports customs data as a promising

source of information for understanding the impacts of domestic transport infrastructure.

7 First Order Measurements and Second Order Corrections

We have evaluated the infrastructure projects through counterfactual experiments.

However, in applications that require comparing a large number of proposed transport

projects, solving for many counterfactual experiments in the fully fledged model could

be computationally demanding. An alternative ‘social cost saving’ approach, dating back

to Fogel (1964), is to evaluate the total savings in transport cost based on observed ship-

ments. This approach is transparent and easy to implement, but its accuracy is less clear.

In this section, we derive a theory-based formula for the welfare gains, taking advantage

of tractability of the routing model. This formula has the transparency and interpretabil-

ity of the ‘social cost saving’ approach, but improves on its accuracy.

7.1 Analytical Characterization of the Welfare Gains

Individual expressway segment and edge cost. We first characterize the change in

trade costs from adding an expressway segment between adjacent cities. Suppose two

adjacent cities, k and l, are connected by both an expressway and a regular road. Let ιkl

be the expected edge cost between k and l, ιkl = Γ( θ
θ−1)[(ι

H
kl )
−θ + (ιL

kl)
−θ]−

1
θ . Using the

definition of ιH
kl and ιL

kl, the increase in ιkl from removing expressway k H−→ l is:

∆ log(ιkl) = −
1
θ

(
log[exp(−θκLdistL

kl)]− log[exp(−θκHdistH
kl ) + exp(−θκLdistL

kl)]
)

(13)

≈ (κL − κH) · distL
kl + κH(distL

kl − distH
kl ),
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in which the first term captures the cost increase holding the road length constant and

the second term captures that expressways—using more bridges and tunnels—tend to be

straighter than regular roads.

Expressway projects and trade cost. We can view a large project as a collection of

expressway segments. Denote a large project by set C. The second order approximation

for the change in trade cost between two domestic locations o and d in response to C is:33

∆ log τ̃i
od ≈ ∑

kl∈C

∂ log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl
∆ log(ιkl) +

1
2 ∑

kl∈C

∑
k′l′∈C

∂2 log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl ∂ log ιk′l′
∆ log(ιkl)∆ log(ιk′l′) (14)

The first term adds up the first order effect on τ̃i
od of all individual segments kl ∈ C.

The second term captures the second order effect. It includes each segment’s own second

order effect (when kl = k′l′) and the interactions among different segments (when kl 6=
k′l′). The lemma below characterizes the partial derivatives in Equation (14).

Lemma 1. Let πroad
od be the fraction of shipment between o and d that uses ground transport, and

πkl
od be the fraction of ground-transported shipment between o and d that passes edge kl. Then

when θ is large,

∂ log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl
≈ πroad

od πkl
od, (15)

∂2 log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl∂ log ιk′l′
≈ πroad

od πkl
od

(
− θ[1(kl = k′l′) + πk′l′

ok + πk′l′
ld − πk′l′

od ]− θM(1− πroad
od )πk′l′

od

)
.

This lemma follows from a result in Allen and Arkolakis (2019) and is proved in

Appendix B.4. Since we find θ to be fairly large (≈ 111.5), the premise of the Lemma

applies. The first part of Equation (15) establishes that the marginal impact of an edge on

trade cost between two cities is approximately the fraction of trade between the two cities

being transported via edge kl. The second part of the equation builds on the first part

by noting that ∂2 log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl∂ log ιk′ l′
=

∂(πroad
od πkl

od)
∂ log ιk′ l′

, i.e., the cross-derivative captures how edge k′l′

affects the importance of kl for the shipment between o and d. As discussed in Appendix

B.5, this term could be either positive or negative, depending on whether k′l′ and kl are

33When one of the two locations o or d is the RoW, analogous expressions can be derived.
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complementary or substitutable edges on the road network.

Once the model is parameterized, all variables in Equations (13) and (15) are known.

We can then directly evaluate the change in the trade cost between any pairs, ∆ log(τ̃i
od), in

Equation (14). This circumvents the need to search for shortest paths between cities when

a new segment is built. As important, the differentiability carries over to the trade model

so welfare changes could also be expressed as observables, as we show in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Let W be the utility of Chinese consumers in the competitive equilibrium. The

effect of an infrastructure project C on W is:

∆ log W = −∑
o,d,i

∑
kl∈C

(Xi
od

Y
− Λi

o
Y

1d=RoW

)
· ∂ log τ̃i

od
∂ log ιkl

∆ log(ιkl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
FOR

+SOR + HOR + ToT + SOT︸ ︷︷ ︸
Residual

, (16)

where Y is domestic GDP, Λi
o is the exposure of the RoW consumer to goods in sector i produced

in city o,34 and SOR is:

SOR = −1
2 ∑

o,d,i

(Xi
od

Y
− Λi

o
Y

1d=RoW

)
∑

kl∈C

∑
k′l′∈C

∂2 log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl ∂ log ιk′l′
∆ log(ιkl)∆ log(ιk′l′),

with ∂ log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl
and ∂2 log τ̃i

od
∂ log ιkl ∂ log ιk′ l′

given by Equations (15).

We delegate the proof to the appendix and explain here what Equation (16) entails.

In the first component, the summation over Xi
od

Y
∂ log τ̃i

od
∂ log ιkl

∆ log(ιkl) ≈ Xi
od

Y πroad
od πkl

od∆ log(ιkl) is

simply the sum of cost savings on all trade flows shipped via the road segments in C,

assuming that trade flows (Xi
od), transport mode choices (πroad

od ), and route choices (πkl
od)

do not adjust in response. This term captures the first order cost savings from the project

for the world economy. Part of these cost savings are passed on to the RoW. Adjusting for

these spillovers, captured by Λi
o

Y 1d=RoW · πroad
od πkl

od∆ log(ιkl), the net effect is the first order

gains from the infrastructure project for the domestic economy. We label it FOR.

An approach pioneered by Fogel (1964) and used widely in transportation economics

(see Small, 2012 for a recent survey) is to focus on the value of travel time or transport cost

34Λi
o can be expressed as a function of observables only, characterized in the proof of the proposition.
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savings, calculated as the product of the time saved through the new transportation in-

frastructure and the value of time. Proposition 1 makes clear the connection between this

approach and the current model: it approximates the first order effect of transportation

projects in a closed-economy, when neither trade nor traffic patterns respond.

Beyond the first order effect, SOR stands for the second order effect from the routing

block. It consists of two components. First, the own effect (when k′l′ = kl). Note that
∂2 log τ̃i

od
∂ log ιkl∂ log ιkl

=
∂(πroad

od πkl
od)

∂ log ιkl
< 0. This term captures that in response to a reduction in ιkl,

a higher fraction of trade flows between o and d would be re-routed to pass edge kl.

Second, the cross derivative (when k′l′ 6= kl), which captures the impact of edge k′l′ on

shipment via kl. For large projects with many segments, omitting the interaction among

shipments can either under or over estimate the welfare impact. Since SOR reflects the

response in routing patterns to transport projects, it tends to be larger when routes are

more substitutable (when θ is larger) and for larger changes to the transport network.

Given that both conditions are met in our setting, SOR could be quantitatively significant.

In addition to FOR and SOR, the full welfare effect also includes the following: HOR,

a residual term capturing trade cost changes not embodied in FOR + SOR (i.e., the ap-

proximation error in Equation (14)); a terms-of-trade effect (ToT) reflecting that for a large

economy like China, the domestic expressway network expansion can affect the relative

wage between China and the RoW; and last but not least, a second order effect due

to response in trade flows both within China and between China and the RoW (SOT).

While ToT and SOT are only known after the counterfactual equilibrium has been solved

for, FOR and SOR can be evaluated ex ante using data from the baseline equilibrium.

Proposition 1 thus provides an approximation to the welfare gains without solving coun-

terfactual equilibria. In the remaining of this section, we demonstrate the importance and

adequacy of the second order correction, SOR, in this approximation.35

35We do not aim to characterize HOR and SOT—the first is of only the third order; the second, although
potentially significant, tends to be small in our setting with Cobb-Douglas production functions for inter-
mediate goods, which is one of the benchmark settings in most quantitative trade studies.
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Figure 7: Nonlinear Welfare Gains v.s Formula Approximations
Note: Each point corresponds to an experiment with one expressway segment removed. The sample segments are the top 100 busiest
connected city pairs in the calibrated equilibrium. ‘Error’ reported in the legend is the mean absolute value of the percentage difference
between each approximation and the full nonlinear effect.

7.2 Evaluating Quality of Approximation

Welfare gains from individual expressway segments. We first evaluate the quality

of approximations for individual expressway segments by removing one segment at a

time from the network. In this case, the FOR term captures the cost savings that accrue

to China of shipments transported on that segment. FOR, however, likely overstates the

welfare impacts. Intuitively, when re-optimization is allowed, in response to the removal

of an expressway segment, some of the shipments originally passing the segment may

switch routes. Holding shipment flows on the segment unchanged therefore inflates the

loss from removing the expressway. Similarly, starting from an equilibrium without the

expressway and inferring the gains of from the addition of expressways will underestimate

the gains. The effect of such route re-optimization can be partly captured by the second

order correction, SOR. We also gauge the importance of the remaining high order effects

by evaluating the welfare effects under the actual changes of trade costs that takes into

account HOR.

We consider the top 100 expressway segments ranked by the values of shipment. In

each experiment, we remove one segment and calculate the effects of that segment on
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the welfare of China. The horizontal axis of Figure 7 plots the full effect calculated from

solving the counterfactual equilibrium. The vertical axis is the results of various approxi-

mations. The circles denote the first order cost savings, FOR. As anticipated, most circles

lie above the 45 degree line, indicating that FOR overestimates the loss from removing an

expressway segment. The biases average around 21% and are larger for busier segments.

The diamonds further incorporate the second order effect from rerouting, SOR. This

results in a substantial improvement in the quality of the approximation, with the dia-

monds centering closely around the 45 degree line. The mean absolute error is reduced

by two thirds to 7%. Finally, the crosses are based on the actual changes of trade costs

and incorporate all responses in routing. This improves the quality of the approxima-

tion marginally by 2.3%, suggesting that the remaining higher order effects in the routing

block, HOR, is in general unimportant. Left out of this approximation are the terms-of-

trade effects and the second order effects from changes in trade costs. Even for a large

economy like China, approximation errors from these forces average to only about 4.5%.

Large projects and interaction between segments. When analyzing large expressway

projects with many segments, in addition to the approximation errors illustrated in Figure

7, the first order approximation also misses the interaction between segments. Formally,

we can decompose SOR in Equation (16) into the own and cross second order effects:

[ ∑
kl∈C

∂2 log τ̃i
od

(∂ log ιkl)2 (∆ log(ιkl))
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Own SOR

+ ∑
k′l′∈C,k′l′ 6=kl

∂2 log τ̃i
od

∂ log ιkl ∂ log ιk′l′
∆ log(ιkl)∆ log(ιk′l′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cross SOR

].

The ‘Own SOR’ term is exactly the SOR correction for individual segments in Figure 7.

The ‘Cross SOR’, on the other hand, reflects interactions between different segments of

a project. As illustrated through an example in Appendix B.5, depending on whether kl

and k′l′ fall on the same long route or on competing routes, the ‘Cross SOR’ could be

either positive or negative.

To gauge the accuracy of the first and second order approximations for large projects,

we calculate the nonlinear welfare gains of expressway segments constructed during the
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decade between adjacent cities also connected by regular roads.36 In total, these express-

way segments generate 2.2% welfare gains, which can be decomposed as below:

∆ log W︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.022

= FO effect︸ ︷︷ ︸
146%

+Own SOR︸ ︷︷ ︸
−58%

+Cross SOR︸ ︷︷ ︸
8%

+

Approximation error︷ ︸︸ ︷
ToT︸︷︷︸
−6%

+HOR + SOT︸ ︷︷ ︸
10%

. (17)

The first order effect overestimates ∆ log W by 46%. This bias is more than entirely cor-

rected by the own second order effect, which adjust the gains downward by 58%. The

cross-substitution effect, which could work in both directions, adds 8% to the welfare

gains in net. Once both second order effects are included, what is left as an approxima-

tion error, consisting of the terms of trade effects and higher order effects from routing

and trade costs, is merely 4% of total gains.

This decomposition shows that the formula proposed in Proposition 1—in addition to

being intuitive and theory consistent—works well for major projects in a large open econ-

omy like China. It offers an intuitive and flexible alternative to the often computationally

demanding counterfactual experiments in evaluating transport projects.

8 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method to evaluate the effect of transport infrastructure im-

provements on domestic trade costs that circumvents the lack of reliable domestic trade

data in many countries—by using information on the route choice of exporters contained

in typical customs data. We combine this method and a spatial equilibrium model to

study the welfare gains from the 50, 000 km expressway construction taking place be-

tween 1999 and 2010 in China. We find around 5.1% overall welfare gains from these

projects and a net return to investment of 150%. Overlooking the three key ingredients in

the model—regional comparative advantage, heterogeneous trade costs, and intermediate

inputs—will lead to the conclusion of a negative aggregate return.

Because of the interactions between segments and rerouting on the transport network,

36We focus on pairs of cities also connected by regular roads, because otherwise the edge cost increases
to infinity when the expressway is removed, so local approximations would not apply.
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evaluations of both local and large projects based on the first order effects are inaccurate.

Taking advantage of the model’s tractability, we propose a second order correction that

reduces the biases, which allows convenient and accurate evaluation of transport projects.
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